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Abstract—As technology continues to advance, the need
to create benchmark or standards for systems becomes a
necessity so as to ensure that these new advanced systems
functions at its maximum capacity over a long period of
time without any failure, fault or errors occurring. The
internet of things technology promises a broad range of
exciting products and services, with car tracking
technology as part of the broad range of technological
concept under the internet of things paradigm. The car
tracking technology involves deploying some basic
internet of things components into the tracking of
important transportation component; the basic principle
behind any technological concept involves delivery of
high quality product that conforms to specifications. In
this paper, the concept and technological description
about the internet of things is discussed with emphasis on
the principal functional component, this is to enable a
broaden conceptualization about car tracking technology
because it needs to function correctly, at all time. The
concept of reliability engineering is also discussed in
respect to an important quality factor, which entails that
systems must function correctly without fault, failure or
errors, it provides benchmark, principles, or standards in
which the internet of things system must possess for an
increased quality assurance.
Index Terms—Internet of things, reliability engineering,
car tracking system, standards, quality.

I. INTRODUCTION
Internet of things (IoT) is widely regarded as a
technological concept in which objects in our
surroundings are given identities. It not only ensures the
connectivity of mobile device and humans to the internet
but also inanimate objects. It gives objects/things the
ability to actively communicate with one another via the
internet [1]. Studies over the years suggest that the
internet of things technology would evolve beyond the
estimated 50 billion units come the year 2020 [2]. The
internet of things provides ability for connectivity to
anyone at any given place or time. As these technology
Copyright © 2017 MECS

continues to grow, the evolution in the use of the internet
has seen integration of different components into its
paradigm [3]. The idea is to allow autonomous and
secured connectivity and exchange of information
between the abstract world and human activities. It links
the real life to the machine and physical world. The
number of connected device/objects to the internet is
increasing daily e.g., office and home automation, vehicle,
machine and asset tracking system. It allows for everyday
device, objects/things to be embedded with smart sensors
and actuators which can sense, take intelligent decisions
on behalf of the user, and perform computation, and also
ensures transmission of valuable data from embedded
objects through the internet [3]. [4] suggest that the
service provided through combination of the key
components in the internet of things technology can give
birth to valuables services to humans.
[5] The IoT technology consists of different objects,
sensor devices, information and communication
infrastructure and also a data processing unit. These
infrastructures have the ability to operate on the cloud
due to huge amount of data processed from smart objects
[6]. One of the most commonly used medium for giving
objects or things unique identification is the radio
frequency identification (RFID) tags, sensors, as well as
bar codes. These smart objects, e.g. sensors, RFID tags,
creates a medium for communicating objects/things
specific information and status over the internet to the
user. The combination of these smart device and objects
creates services with high processing and quick decision
making system [1], [7].
Over the years, the internet of things technology used
in intelligent transportation has seen an increase and is
widely used in car tracking, monitoring of traffic, asset
tracking etc. At the same time, the requirement to ensure
the reliability of this technology in respect to its
functionality has also increased. [8] ―Today it is almost a
mandate for companies to collect software metrics as an
indication of a maturing software development process‖.
The technological concept of internet of things car
tracking system composes of different features, which
includes complex architecture, complex working
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environment, and fixed network topologies with wide
distributed network infrastructures etc., which suggest
that with time the problem of reliability, needs to be
properly addressed. [9] proposes that a comprehensive
evaluation process should be ensured to determine the
reliability of the basic components that constitute the IoT
systems. Studies from previous and current literatures
suggest that there is a need to develop mechanisms that
ensures that an internet of things system functions
maximally without any interruption or failure. [9], [10]
suggest that considering the importance and working
principles of most IoT systems, it is pertinently important
that a comprehensive evaluation process is developed and
used in evaluating its functionality.
Based on study of previous literatures, section 1
introduces the study and the rest of the paper is organized
as follows: section 2 gives brief description of previous
related works, section 3 describes the prospect of car
tracking systems, section 4 gives the working denotation
and working principles of IoT, section 5 discusses
internet of things essential deployment technologies,
section 6 gives an overview on reliability engineering,
section 7 shows the importance of reliability evaluation
of internet of things, section 8 discusses reliability
evaluation model for internet of things and section 9
summarizes and concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORKS
The rise in the use of IoT has enabled users to track the
location and activities of vehicle, traffic information, and
dispatching of vehicular services, actively. According to
[11], there is need to address the quality assurance of
service delivery of IoT in the communication process of
intelligent transportation system. As a result of the
ubiquitous nature of vehicle tracking systems, some
fundamental issues as regards to effectiveness and
efficiency has to be addressed for better service delivery
of this technology. According to [8], [12], [13] the
problems associated with dependability of computing
systems needs to be properly addressed in respect to
quality assurance. Dependability according to ISO/IEC
60300 refers to reliability of any given system [14]. Endto-End quality assurance guarantees that every
component that constitute a computing system works
efficiently and effectively within the period it is
developed to function. A benchmark for quality of service
provides assurance that every system functions
appropriately. Because of the utmost importance the IoT
technology confers on the users, it is necessary for proper
evaluation model or framework, which serves as a
guideline towards implementation of any given IoT
technology. [11], [15], [16] ascertains the need for proper
improvement of service delivery of IoT systems through
quality assurance mechanisms, and these mechanisms has
to be developed and implemented to reduce failures and
faults encountered during operation of IoT systems. Due
to the paucity state of internet of things car tracking
system, [17] proposed that attributes such as availability,
reliability and safety has to be imposed on various sub-set
Copyright © 2017 MECS

of every IoT technology. Reliability and safety are
extremely critical attributes that must be imposed so as to
provide benchmark for development and implementation
of car tracking technology in our environment. The
complex nature of these systems makes it sometimes
unpredictable and unreliable. It is paramount for the
software which constitute the car tracking technology and
the various network infrastructure to be highly
dependable [17] so as to ensure that every command
input/output and packets transmitted via the network are
delivered on a timely basis without any interruptions,
delay or failures. Considering the importance of this
technology, any failure resulting from operations in
critical scenario can be detrimental. According to [7] the
limitations of mobile technology needs to be
acknowledged when developing applications because
hindrance in any operational component can make the
system function less.
Due to the paucity state of current infrastructure that
comprises the internet of things paradigm, the need to
develop systems that can stand the test of time is
necessary to ensure proper service delivery to the users.
The proposed evaluation technique is geared towards
providing a benchmark for check listing the basic
fundamental functional requirements that IoT systems
provide. [10] suggest that the quality assurance of IoT is
necessary hence a study of a comprehensive evaluation
criteria was proposed for coal mining IoT systems. Coal
mine IoT according to the said author, describes the
monitoring of equipment’s involved in mining process
and how they can be made to function maximally. This is
to ensure real time monitoring of data needed to provide
safety in production, efficiency and effectiveness.

III. GPS CAR TRACKING SYSTEM
As a result of technological advancement and
continuous popularity of the internet of things paradigm,
technologies such as Wireless Sensor Network (WSN),
coupled with Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) and
the Global Positioning System (GPS) have led to a
developed and realistic approach towards real-time
tracking of mobile assets e.g., Cars, office equipment [18].
This IoT technology as shown in Fig. 1 has the capability
to dynamically give location and status of any given asset
i.e. cars, it enables for real time monitoring and control of
valuable assets within our environment through the
internet. According to [15], [19], IoT technology is an
innovative prospect and considered very important hence
it is essential that we keep track of valuable assets that are
constantly on the move through IoT. GPS utilization in an
unstable environment remains an issue considering the
importance it has on the users.
The internet of things opens opportunity for an open
network in which objects/things has self-organized or
intelligent entities that interoperate with other entities and
acts independently depending to its scenario [21]. The
GPS system applied in car tracking enables easy
navigation and monitoring of any car [19], GPS module
is an important part of the IoT technological paradigm. In
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this particular system, the car tracked receives the data
through a network from the sensor or RFID tags. The
GPS sends data in bytes that contains the location of any
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object, e.g., car. The location composes of the time,
longitude, latitude, and altitude. All of these data is
necessitated in tracking and controlling a car in real-time.

Table 1. Previous related works
Author(s) (Year)

Research Area Covered

Michael R. Lyu (2007)

Software reliability engineering

Nkosi, Mzomuhle &
Mekuria, Fisseha
(2011)
F.Schneidewind, Norman
(2012)

Improving the capacity, reliability
life of mobile devices with Cloud
Computing
Reliability and Maintainability in
Software and hardware.

Patrick, O'Connor
Kleyner, Andre (2012)

Practical reliability engineering

Liu, Zhigang, Zhang,
Anqi & Li, Shaojun
(2013)
Nourhene Maalel, Enrico
Natalizio, Abdelmadjid
Bouabdallah, Pierre
Roux, & Mounir Kellil.
(2013)
Yong-Fei, Li
Li-Qin, Tian
(2014)
Kunkun, Pan &
Xiangong, Li
(2014)
Tom Jenkins, & Ian
Bogost
(2015)
Chia-Chun Chuang,
Wen-Lin Cheng, & KaiSheng Hsu (2015)

Reliable vehicle tracking through
internet of things.

Reliability for emergency
applications in Internet of Things.
Comprehensive Evaluation
Method of Reliability of Internet
of Things
Reliability Evaluation of Coal
Mine Internet of Things

Research Outcome
Effective software reliability engineering techniques to improve product
and process reliability
Modelling of mobile cloud computing process in a 3GPP IMS software
development and emulator environment and exhibition of security &
multimedia operations through cloud computing.
Proposed essential principles and practice for hardware and software
reliability with recommended software reliability practice.
Mathematics for reliability, physics of failure with geographical and
software methods of failure and data analysis, reliability prediction and
modelling, design for reliability as well as safety and economics of
reliability management.
Design and implementation of vehicle anti-theft monitoring system based
on GPS technology and GSM technology with android software
application controller
Proposed a reliable protocol for data transmission for internet of things.
The design protocol runs in an internet of things environment
characterized by SIGCOMM computer communication.
Proposed a comprehensive reliability criterion for internet of things based
on its architecture as well as a comprehensive reliability evaluation
algorithm.
Applied analytical hierarchical process and mean error methods in order
to determine the weight of proposed index in evaluating of internet of
things systems in coal mine.

Designing for the Internet of
Things

Provided appropriate latest methodologies, tools and techniques for
designing of internet of things.

Quality Assurance for intelligent
Transportation.

Managed mobile VPN, fixedline VPN, car device dispatching service
platform with a comprehensive service quality assurance monitor. Fault
analyzer for quick damage control in intelligent transportation.

Fig.1. Working principle of tracking with IoT [20].

IV. WORKING DENOTATIONS AND PRINCIPLES
The basic fundamental concept of the IoT revolves
around object identification, tracking, locating and also a
proper network management platform through which data
is dispersed to sensing objects i.e. smart device,
Bluetooth device, GPS, etc. This process links any object
Copyright © 2017 MECS

to a networked infrastructure [5]. According to [22], the
IoT comprises of some basic fundamental working
principles with telecommunication characteristics
towards data sharing through intelligent process. It
comprises of the reader, the receiver, the miniature
antenna and information-processing unit.
[6] suggest that the internet of things concept revolve
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around two basic interactions:
a) “Internet‖ is the core principle.
b) Objects/things. This can be characterized as an
extension of humans, objects for exchanging
information.
For an active participation in data exchanging process,
the ioT technology makes use of an electronic tag, the
reader, transceiver antenna with data processing unit [23],
[24].


trend called the internet of things came to be through a
supply chain in which tags were used. It is a
technological component which transmits Radio
frequency (RF) waves to tags which is incorporated into
an object/thing for the main purpose of identification. It
comprises of the reader, a tag and computer system. [25]
described the RFID as an important internet of things
pivotal enabler which has the capability to give any
object/thing a unique identification for recognition and
communication.

Electronic tags:

Often called transponders because of its ability to
receive radio signals and automatically transmit the signal
to other components. They are microelectronic chips
attached to any object to be recognized.


Reader:

This technological component has the ability to scan
electronic tags and acquire useful information about the
objects status. It comprises of high frequency module
(receiver and transmitter), control unit and datatransmission interface which connects and interacts with
sensing device e.g. smartphones and PC.


Transceiver antenna:

It is a technological component which comprises of
both the receiver, transmitter and serves as a medium
through which different components communicate in the
internet of things paradigm. It transmits RF between
electronic tags and the reader.


Information processing system:

Compose of the basic information processing unit or
systems e.g. PC, smartphones, PDA, etc. they receive
data about the status of objects/things then process the
needed information based on user’s specification.

V. INTERNET OF THINGS ESSENTIAL DEPLOYMENT
TECHNOLOGIES FOR TRACKING
According to [20], [25], [26], the technological
components of the internet of things car tracking system
comprises of the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

RFID/Sensors
GPS
WSN
Cloud computing
Application software

A. Radio Frequency Identification (RFID)
According to [3] this technology is inform of tags,
sensors, barcodes and are easily sensed by smart device,
it allows easy communication and interaction between
objects/things thereby providing data about its location
and status. Represented in Fig 2, is a schematic
representation of the RFID tags interact with the user.
According to [22], the recent popular technological
Copyright © 2017 MECS

Fig.2. Schematic representation of RFID [27]

B. Wireless Sensor Network (WSN)
The wireless sensor network (WSN) is characterized as
an important component in the IoT paradigm because of
its ability to provide effective communication platforms
for heterogeneous intelligent component [28].
Fig. 3 describes a network of different intelligent
objects connected and exchanging data simultaneously
over a wide network segment.
This technological component of the IoT ensures
visibility by utilizing a networked sensor of large number
of intelligent objects, tags, sensors, and RFID. It provides
the ability to collect, analyze, process and transmit
information through a network between smart objects
[29].
C. Global Positioning System (GPS)
With the current technological trend of networked
interconnected objects/things through IoT, the ability to
track objects has been made possible. According to [30],
localization is one of the universal application in the
wireless communication technology with the GPS as the
main enabler. Mobile device/computers are now enabled
with the ability for positioning service with details about
anything. The informational status of RFID or smart
objects makes it possible for the GPS to locate and
communicate with them anywhere.
D. Cloud Computing
Often characterized as a model which enables
convenient, ubiquitous, on-demand network access to a
pool of configurable computing resources [1]. It serves as
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the back-end for large data streams for connected things
[31]. In the IoT technological paradigm, the cloud
computing provides avenue in which uniquely identified
objects can store vital information about its status for
retrieval by the user when needed. According to [32],
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applications like transport monitoring with huge
connections like WSN applications computes large data
stream hence benefits from the computational technology
of the cloud.

Fig.3. General architectural framework of WSN [26]

E. Application Software
According to [33], application interface serves as a
control medium for monitoring and analyzing transitions.
The graphical user interface in smart device, computers
and phones enables the user to virtually monitor
transition of things/objects [20]. It is further noted to be
responsible for calculating statistical data for any
monitored device or thing.

VI. RELIABILITY ENGINEERING
Reliability engineering refers to the engineering
techniques, process, models, etc. use for developing and
maintaining systems quality [14]. Technologically,
reliability assurance is highly recommended to ensure
total quality of a product and its services. According to [8]
the concept of reliability cannot be over emphasized due
to the dynamic nature of our environment. Most
computing and technological components demand high
quality operational functionality as well as constant
improvement.
As technology continues to grow
dramatically, it is necessary that quality assurance of
product of a system is maintained and improved
effectively and efficiently. According to [10], [17],
reliability is a technical effort made to ensure a system
developed or designed is free from any fault that can
result to failure during operation. It entails that the system
is highly dependable and functions maximally at any
given time or condition over the period it is created or
developed to serve [8], [12], [34].
In ISO/IEC 60300, reliability is described the ability of
a system to be highly dependable [14], it entails that a
computing system must function without failure/faults. In
[20], [35], [36] reliability engineering is defined in
Copyright © 2017 MECS

respect to probability of a system to fail, it is often
characterized as the basic fundamental engineering
technique that provides significance, and concept for
enabling a reliable system, free from failures and highly
maintainable system. [37] States that reliability
engineering provides a benchmark and guideline towards
enabling quality assurance in a computing system.
Reliability process therefore mitigates failures/faults that
might arise from inconsistences in software systems.

VII. IMPORTANCE OF RELIABILITY EVALUATION OF
INTERNET OF THINGS
In [3], [38]–[40] Serious emphasis was led on
developing reliable system that will serve it specific
purpose, reliability engineering process provides
techniques to minimizes failure, improve productivity,
improve maintenance, and also shorten the time for
development and repair of a system.
Currently, the concept of reliability is considered as an
important quality factor which mitigates all forms of
errors and failures in a functional computing system. It
foster productivity, and also maximizes computing
systems functionality, this concept of reliability assurance
when integrated into the technological paradigm of IoT
according to [13] would guarantee trust and
trustworthiness during operations.
[7], [16], [36], [42]–[44] suggest that the concept of
reliability engineering provides enormous benefits for
high operational systems and ensures that the cost of
redevelopment and maintenance are eliminated or
reduced. It provides high quality benchmark that enables
that basic functionality of a computing system must be
maintained and constantly improved.
According to [8] the constant result of failure in any
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given computing systems can result in frustration and
also reduce its functionality assurance. Every system, if
properly developed with basic reliability principles would
improve customer’s usability. Customer’s usability
signifies quality and trust. IoT systems therefore due to
its enormous importance and applicability has to be
developed in such a manner that it enables easy usage and
understanding for the user.

the artifacts i.e. requirement specification documents,
system design documents etc. These metrics help in
assessment if the product is good enough through reports
on attributes like usability, reliability, maintainability”.
The model ensures a complete evaluation of IoT
technological components, based on suggestions from [9],
[17].
Reliability of Internet of
Things

Fault/Failure Mitigation

Self-healing System

Reliability

Fault Tolerant System

Usability System

Usability

Dependability

Availability

Application

Middleware

Network

Processing
Reliability

Transmission
Reliability

Maintainability

Perception

Perception
reliability

VIII. RELIABILITY EVALUATION MODEL FOR INTERNET
OF THINGS
According to [9], [10], [14], [17], [20], [35], [47], [48],
usability, dependability, availability, and maintainability
are the basic fundamental quality metrics that should be
evaluated for high performance systems e.g. IoT system,
to increase the reliability and efficiency of the system.
The schematic representation in Fig. 5 depicts a
comprehensive evaluation model for the IoT technology.
[49] ―Product metrics are those which are used to build
Copyright © 2017 MECS

Perception accuracy

Tag & sensor accuracy

Component reliability

Network throughput

End-to-end reliability

This is considered important because every computing
system are developed to serve the user. Quality assurance
according to [45] is a necessity and a deterministic factor
by which failures can be prevented. It is a basic principle
which guides towards conformance to users and different
standards.
Self-healing according to [41] is the ability of a smart
system to diagnose, discover and swiftly react to
disruptions and also maximize resource utilization for the
purpose of satisfying the end users. [46] therefore state
that self-healing property is necessary for IoT systems
because it is necessary that every task assigned to IoT
systems are diligently executed without fault/failure and
―objects must me smart enough to recognize different
critical situations and take appropriate further measures‖.
Fault tolerant is the ability of a computing system to
withstand unforeseen circumstance and also prevent
discrepancy in service. Fault tolerance is considered as an
important mechanism which ensures mitigation of faults
or failure in a computing system [8]. Reliability therefore
provides much needed benchmark and quality assurance
mechanism for IoT systems. From [46] perspective, it is
necessary that IoT systems conforms to standards that
ensures it withstand faults and failures.

Safaty performance

Fig.4. Benefits of reliability [8], [41].

Fault tolerance

Quality Assurance/Benchmark

Fig.5. Reliability evaluation model [9]

A. Usability
According to [11], [50], usability is an important
quality metric used for measuring and evaluating a
system functionality. It denotes how the interface of any
IoT system is made for convenient usage thereby
satisfying the user’s need. Less complicated system
depicts perfection in design and development, [51]
suggest that consistency and error management are the
basic fundamental attributes a system must possess to
ensure it fits the purpose for which it was created.
 Consistency: as a result of the importance of car
tracking technology, it is expected that the system and its
interface exhibit consistency while functioning.
According to [15], [51] to properly ascertain the usability
of a system, it should be subjected to different
environmental and usage scenarios, this process is to
ensure and ascertain the consistency and effectiveness of
the system. If after subjecting the entire system to
different working environment with different users, a
system which is capable of computing correctly while
used without any interruption is considered as a
consistent operational system [24].
 Error management: it is expected for an intelligent
system to possess mechanisms to tolerate faults, prevent,
detect and also correct any error. As with proper
usability assurance process [52], [53], the IoT tracking
system should be subjected to function in different
scenarios, during this process the system should be able
to dictate simple errors and provide detailed but simple
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ways on how to fix any detected error(s) to avoid
obstruction in service. Reliability provides easy
mechanism that facilitates easy debugging of systems.
B. Dependability
According to [14], [40], ISO/IEC 60300 described
dependability as the ability of a system to have high
reliance. This metric ensures that high computing systems
are designed, developed, deployed and are able to
function appropriately within their specified life span
with the lowest minimal failure or fault rate. In [54] the
IoT is described as a discipline that systematically
provide connectivity and communication channel
between embedded objects hence [17] state that ―many of
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these applications place high demands on dependability”.
To enable the reliability of the system the communication
channel or components should be analyzed and checked
to avoid inconsistency, obstruction, or interference in
transmission during operations. To evaluate the reliability
of IoT system, the network layer and all component used
in transmitting should be made to function and transmit
data without failure at any given scenario i.e. should
transmit irrespective of environment, user(s) or
components [55].
[17] suggest that ―the communication infrastructure is
a major building block to fulfill the dependability
requirements of IoT applications identified so far‖.

Fig.6. Dependability prospect [56]

Emphasis are placed in this layer of IoT systems
considering the urgency to eliminate latency as well as
error(s) that might compromise service delivery. The
essence of dependability is to ensure quality of service is
highly maintained to improve service delivery [56] and as
well mitigate any inconsistencies.
C. Availability
Considered as a quantitative metric factor by [17], it
depicts the process during the up-and-downtime of a
system and also the readiness for any given IoT system
for usage. In [57]–[59], it was suggested that tracking
system composed of different operational component and
these components constantly interact and exchange
informational status of an object and requires accuracy.
To ensure reliability of any computing system, [60], [61]
the data about status of objects at every time should be
available. [49] ―Availability is the probability that the
system is available for use at a given time. It takes into
account the repair time & the restart time for the system.
An availability of 0.995 means that in every 1000 time
units, the system is likely to be available for 995 of these.
The percentage of time that a system is available for use,
taking into account planned and unplanned downtime”
enables easy understanding its basic operational
principles. Data availability according to [62] in the IoT
technological paradigm entails that decision making
between intelligent objects and the user are made readily
accessible. The availability of IoT systems is considered
as an important metric in respect to dependability [17]
Copyright © 2017 MECS

hence is highly considered as an important evaluation
criteria.
D. Maintainability
Maintainability refers to the ability for an intelligent
system to be seamlessly and easily uncoupled, fixed and
modified without causing an obstruction in the system
processes or functionality [12],[60]. [63] ―Maintainability
is efforts required to make particular corrections, namely,
a set of properties to change and improve software in
response to changing environment and to meet demands”.
To evaluate the maintainability property of IoT system, it
was suggested in [64], that in instance of a problem, the
system should allow for easy replacement of faulty
components without loss of service. According to [65] if
a system has ―less mean time to change (MTTC), it means
it needs less maintainability”. Therefore to characterize
IoT systems as highly maintainable, [66] “it has to
enable maintenance tasks to be completed effectively,
efficiently and with satisfaction”.

IX. SUMMARY/CONCLUSION
As demand for more sophisticated technology
continues, the need to guarantee assurance of service and
safety arises due to the importance these technology has
on human existence. It is deemed necessary that IoT
systems is designed and built according to a quality
standard with aim of satisfying the user(s). In a bid to
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proffer solutions, this research paper carefully reviewed
and evaluated different processes, methods and quality
factors a system should possess in order to maximize its
functionality. The Car tracking as discussed is considered
an important feature in the IoT paradigm, which provides
avenue for real-time feeds on status of vehicles and things
embedded with smart tags. Reliability evaluation model
as discussed in this paper depicts some of the basic
fundamental quality criteria necessitated for continuous
improvement of service in high computing systems in
which IoT falls. This is in regards to the effectiveness and
efficiency of the functionality of IoT systems. Employing
an effective evaluation for IoT system(s) would ensure
product and process improvement during development
and deployment.
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